
Tech Sheet

Product Description:

Hot Shot is a premium quality, concentrated extractor
shampoo.  It is specifically formulated for use in cold
and hot carpet extractors and Tornador type cleaners.

Hot Shot is formulated with specific ingredients such as
corrosion and scale inhibitors, and without solvents.
Corrosion and scale inhibitors are used to prohibit the
growth of  scale that often develops in the pumps and
heat units of  extractors.  Unlike competitive products,
Hot Shot will actually keep your heater and pumps free
and clear from corrosion and scale build-up.  

Hot Shot does not contain any solvents or VOCs.  These
products will often be used to help clean dirty carpets,
but Hot Shot does not use them because they will attack
the pump seals, reducing the life of  extractor pumps.

Also, Hot Shot only uses “dry foam” technology.  That
means the carpets will not have any sticky residue and
will leave the carpets soft and fluffy.  

Hot Shot is highly concentated.  Only 8 oz of  hot shot
to a 5 gallon resevoir tank is needed to clean even the
dirtiest carpets.  

Advantages:

Dry Foam Technology
No Solvents
Environmentally Safe
ZeroVOC formula
Biodegradable
Inhibits scale build-up to heater & pump
Concentrated.
Complies to EPA Designed for the
Environment regulations.

Part Numbers:

1 gallon bottle  # 15-104
5 gallon tighthead # 15-105
55 gallon plastic drum  # 15-108

Directions:  

1.  Dilute 8 oz of  Hot Shot into 5 gallon extractor tank 
or dilute 60 to 1 for Tornador use.

2.  Spray onto carpets using equipment.  For extractors, 
use one application pass and two vacuum passes. For 
the Tornador, just spray onto carpets in an 
overlapping motion. Then vacuum with a wet & dry 
vacuum.

3.  Allow to dry.
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